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Abstract— The anterior chamber angle (ACA) plays an im-
portant role for diagnosis and treatment of angle-closure glau-
coma. Anterior Segment Optical Coherence Tomography (AS-
OCT) imaging is qualitative and quantitative assessment for the
ACA structure. In this paper, we propose a novel fully automatic
segmentation method for anterior chamber angle structure in
AS-OCT. In our method, the initial labels are obtained by using
label transfer from the AS-OCT reference dataset. Then, these
labels are refined and utilized as the landmarks to support the
structure segmentation. Finally, the major clinical structures:
corneal boundary, iris region, and trabecular-iris contact, are
extracted as the segmentation result. Experiments show that
our proposed method achieve the satisfactory segmentation
performance on the clinical AS-OCT dataset. Our proposed
method has potential in the applications of clinical ACA
parameter measurement and automatic glaucoma classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Glaucoma is the foremost cause of irreversible blindness
and it is also the second leading cause of blindness world-
wide [1]. Due to the irreversible vision loss from glaucoma,
the improved screening and early detection methods are
essential. One main subtype of primary glaucoma is angle-
closure glaucoma, which is caused by structural occlusion
of the angle by peripheral iris [2], as shown in Fig. 1. The
structure of angle between the cornea and iris plays a key
role for open-angle and angle-closure glaucoma diagnosis.
Thus, early imaging detection has received more clinical
interest, which is important and necessary for preventing the
irreversible blindness by angle-closure glaucoma.

Anterior Segment Optical Coherence Tomography (AS-
OCT) imaging is an effective way to obtain qualitative and
quantitative assessment of the anterior segment structure,
which could support clinicians to record the progression or
changes in anterior segment anatomy [3]. Anterior chamber
angle (ACA) parameters in AS-OCT has been demonstrated
to be sensitive and have potential in angle-closure glaucoma
diagnosis [4]. However, manual ACA annotation labeled
by clinicians for parameter measurement is time-consuming
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Fig. 1. The angle-closure glaucoma: Open angle (Left) and angle-closure
(Right). The small anterior chamber angle (ACA) blocks drainage channels
of aqueous fluid and makes optic nerve damage. Our proposed method
automatically segments the main ACA structures: corneal boundary, iris
region, and trabecular-iris contact, for anterior segment parameter analysis.

and laborious, especially for a large volume AS-OCT study
dataset. Recently, the Zhongshan Angle Assessment Program
in [5] provided a semi-automatic algorithm to calculate the
various anterior segment parameters. But this semi-automatic
method still needs the observer to input the location of the
two scleral spurs, which makes it is not suitable for the large
scale clinical dataset analysis. The method in [6] detected the
Schwalbes line and then measured the anterior chamber angle
in the High-definition OCT (HD-OCT) images. But this
method is limited to HD-OCT and can not be implemented
on other AS-OCT types. The work in [7] employed the
level set-based shape prior to segment the corneal anterior
and posterior boundaries. This method first estimated the
corneal location, and then utilized the level set-based model
to segment the corneal boundary. However, this method only
produces the corneal boundary segmentation without the
other ACA structures (e.g., iris region and trabecular-iris
contact). Xu et al. in [8], [9] localized the ACA region, and
explored visual features to classify the glaucoma subtype.
However, it only reports the glaucoma diagnosis result and
can not provide the ACA parameter measurement, which is
often required for clinical assessment.

To address the above drawbacks, we propose an automatic
anterior chamber angle structure segmentation method. In our
method, the label transfer technique is utilized to generate the
ACA structure labels, which works as the basic landmarks
for segmentation. And then three major ACA structures:
the corneal boundary, iris region, and trabecular-iris contact,
are segmented. Our proposed method automatic segments
the AS-OCT image structures for varied illumination and
anterior chamber shapes, and has the potential to provide
the ACA structure information for clinician assessment and
automatic angle-closure glaucoma diagnosis. The remainder
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Fig. 2. The framework of our proposed method. (A) Given the AS-OCT, it is divided into (B) the left/right subimages. For each subimage, (C) the label
transfer is employed to generate the initial labels based on (D) a labeled AS-OCT reference dataset. Then these (E) labels are refined as the landmarks.
Finally, (F) the major ACA structures are segmented.

of this paper is organized as follows: we begin by describing
our method and its components in Sec. II. In Sec. III we
validate our method experimentally and conclude with final
remarks in Sec. IV.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we give a detailed description of our
automatic anterior chamber angle structure segmentation
method. Fig. 2 illustrates the framework of our proposed
method. Given an AS-OCT image, we first transfer the labels
from the AS-OCT reference dataset to estimate the initial
label location of the input image. After that, we refine these
initial labels based on general structural information, and
employ them as the landmarks. Finally, the major ACA struc-
tures, the corneal boundary, iris region, and trabecular-iris
contact, are segmented for angle-closure glaucoma diagnosis
or supporting clinical assessment.

A. Label Transfer

In our method, the AS-OCT image is divided into left/right
subimages, and then the initial labels are estimated based on
the reference images, which is a label transfer technique.
For this purpose, we maintain an AS-OCT reference dataset,
which includes k AS-OCT images with the labels marked
manually by ophthalmologists (k = 10 in our work).
These labels are the boundary points, which are separated
into four castigates: corneal upper/lower boundaries and iris
upper/lower boundaries, as shown in Fig. 3 (B). We wrap
each reference image to the input image by using patch-
based nonrigid registration, as shown in Fig. 3 (C). In our
method, we are not constrained to a specific choice of
the registration method, and herein deformation nonrigid
registration method [10] is employed. And then the labels
of the reference images are transferred onto the input image
as the initial landmarks, as shown in Fig. 3 (D).

B. Label Refinement

Due to the accuracy limitation of label transfer based
on registration, the transferred labels need to be refined. In
our method, we relocalize the initial labels to the optimal
positions according to maximal magnitudes of the gradient
map [11], as shown in Fig. 3 (E). For the initial label p, a
neighboring region Rp centering p is obtained. In our paper,
we set the neighboring region with height h = 20 and width
w = 5 pixels. The refined position p′ of the initial label p is
optimized by:

p′ = argmax
q∈Rp

f(q)
[
g(q) + λN(‖p− q‖2|0, σ2)

]
, (1)

where λ is weighting, and g(q) is the vertical gradient
value at point q, which makes the refined point adhere to
the boundary. N(‖p − q‖2|0, σ2) is the Gaussian function,
which is employed as distance penalty between points p
and q, and encourages the refined point to be close to
its initial position. f(q) denotes the structural information,
where f(q) = 1 if initial label p is upper boundary of cornea
and iris, and f(q) = −1 for others. This term is based on the
observation that from top to bottom in AS-OCT image, the
upper boundaries of corneal and iris are from dark to light,
and lower boundaries are light to dark. Finally, the optimized
label is obtained by considering the spatial constraint N(·),
boundary magnitude g(·), and structural information f(·).

C. Structure Segmentation

Based on the transferred labels, we segment the major
structures of the AS-OCT image: corneal boundary, iris
region, and trabecular-iris contact.

Corneal boundary: The cornea is the transparent front
part of the eye that covers the iris, pupil, and anterior
chamber. In AS-OCT image, the corneal boundary can be
considered as the smooth curve. Based on the refined labels,
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Fig. 3. (A) The input AS-OCT. (B) One reference image, where the red,
green, blue, and yellow points denote the labels on corneal upper/lower, and
iris upper/lower boundaries, respectively. (C) The registration result (red
shadow) of input AS-OCT (green shadow) and reference images. (D) The
initial labels of the AS-OCT subimage after label transfer. (E) The zoom-
in region of the AS-OCT, where the initial label p moves to appropriate
boundary point p′ in the neighboring region Rp (yellow rectangle).

a four-order polynomial (also used in [6]) is employed to fit
the corneal boundary, as shown in Fig. 4 (A).

Iris region: The iris is a thin, circular structure in the eye.
In different AS-OCT images, the shapes and locations of iris
are varied, which makes it difficult to use a fixed patten to
segment it. Our transferred labels determine the initial range
of iris. In our method, two 2-order curves are employed to fit
the upper/lower borders of iris region, as shown by the blue
and yellow curves in Fig. 4 (A). A low thresholding value
is utilized to threshold the region between the upper/lower
borders, and the two maximum connecting components in the
binary region are selected as the iris areas. Simultaneously,
the endpoint of iris is also determined from the selected iris
area. The startpoint of iris is determined by trabecular-iris
contact, which will be obtained in the next step.

Trabecular-iris contact: The trabecular-iris contact is a
protrusion of the sclera into the anterior chamber, which
is used to localize the ACA region in AS-OCT. In our
method, we first calculate the junction of the fitted corneal
lower boundary and iris upper border. A region of interest
(ROI) centering the calculated junction is cropped from the
corresponding thresholded map, as the point j in Fig. 4
(B). After performing morphological operations for removing
isolated noise pixels (e.g., dilation and erosion), this ROI
region can be divided to four major connecting regions as
shown in Fig. 4 (B). At last, the trabecular-iris contact s is
localized on the left-bottom corner of the right-top region as
the point s in Fig. 4 (B)).
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Fig. 4. (A) The AS-OCT with fitted curves. (B) The ROI of binary image
centering junction j of corneal lower boundary (green curve) and iris upper
border (blue curve). Four major connecting regions (W, X, Y, Z) are divided,
and trabecular-iris contact s is on the left-bottom corner of the region Z.

III. EXPERIMENT

In our experiment, the AS-OCT images were captured
by Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA. Scans were centered
on the pupil and 1 cross-sectional horizontal scan (nasal-
temporal angles at 0◦-180◦) was collected for each subject.
We perform our method on a workstation with a Xeon 2.7
GHz CPU and 64 GB RAM. The code was implemented
in MATLAB. The image registration in label transfer step
requires the most computation of our method. Typically,
our method takes about 2 mins for one AS-OCT image
segmentation.

We collect 100 AS-OCT images, where the trabecular-
iris contacts and iris endpoints are labeled manually as the
ground truth, simultaneously two clinical ACA parameters
are calculated: 1) Anterior Chamber Width (ACW): the
distance between the trabecular-iris contacts. 2) Iris Endpoint
Width (IEW): the shortest distance between two iris regions.

We evaluate our method on this dataset and report the four
error metric: the point distances for trabecular-iris contact
and iris endpoint points, and the width absolute values for
ACW and IEW measurements. We provide three intermediate
results of our method: the first is result of transfer step, which
use the initial labels directly; the second result is geometry
points computed by using the fitted curves with the refined
labels; and the last one is our final result with all refining
and segmentation steps.

The performances are shown in Table I. The result of
transferred markers is rough and has large errors on all
measure scores. The marker refinement step removes the
outlier markers and improves the performance by using the
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Fig. 5. The segmentation results of our proposed method. The corneal boundaries are marked by red and blue curves, the iris and anterior chamber
regions are labeled by red and blue shadows, respectively. The yellow stars denote the detected trabecular-iris contact. The last column are the challenging
cases of our propose method. (Best viewed in color)

TABLE I
THE PERFORMANCES OF DIFFERENT STEPS IN OUR METHOD (UNIT:

PIXEL). TIC: TRABECULAR-IRIS CONTACT, IE: IRIS ENDPOINT.

TIC Err. IE Err. ACW Err. IEW Err.
Transferring 22.36 25.73 25.58 39.40
Fitted curve 13.76 19.57 18.79 10.52
Final result 11.13 6.02 13.58 7.08

fitted curve. Our final result obtains the best performances
on all points localization and parameter computation. Some
visual results of our method are shown in Fig. 5. Our method
segments the corneal boundary, iris region, and trabecular-iris
contact accurately for the different ACA shapes and positions
in the AS-OCT images. One limitation of our method is that
the shadow of AS-OCT image may lead the serious distortion
of the ACA shape, as shown the yellow arrows in last column
of Fig. 5. This is a failed case for our method, and it is
also challenging for other segmentation methods, even the
ophthalmologist.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an automatic anterior chamber
angle structure segmentation method in AS-OCT image.
The key contributions of this work are introduction of the
label transfer to generate the initial labels, and segmentation
of the ACA major structures. There are several potential
applications of our proposed method: ACA parameter mea-
surement, clinical anatomical assessment, automatic angle-
closure glaucoma classification, and large clinical dataset
analysis. In future, we plan to extend the framework by
combining the clinical parameter measurement for automatic
angle-closure glaucoma diagnosis.
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